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Abstract.  
Up to now, as the most popular and widely used domestic social media mobile application with the 
most registered users, Sina Weibo has become the main platform of growing numbers of hot events 
occurring and spreading. This paper aims at the demand for analyzing specific events on Sina Weibo 
for public opinions, proposing a model for computing influence of Weibo users, Weibo messages, 
and whole Weibo events, utilizing content attributes, dissemination attributes and sentiment 
attributes of Weibo comprehensively. Based on dissemination features of public opinions and 
research experience of Weibo events, scientific and comprehensive features for building the model 
are selected. Being the main outcome of the model, ranking lists of influential users, Weibo messages, 
and hot events’ influence provide technical support for public opinion surveillance on Weibo. 

1 Introduction 

During the first season of 2016, the monthly active users of Sina Weibo reached 261 million, with 
year-on-year growth of 32 percent, and the daily active users reached 120 million, with year-on-year 
growth of 35 percent. Being the largest domestic social media platform, Sina Weibo has become the 
main front in revealing and discussing hot social events, more agile and dynamic than traditional 
media. It’s considered a more commonsensible way of data mining to process Weibo data in units of 
specific events. Within the range of specific events, in order to calculate the influence of the events, 
analyzing the value and influence of Weibo messages and posters (users) possesses more optimal 
soundness and stronger application value[1].  

At present, most of the domestic and abroad research on Weibo or Twitter focus on forming 
topological relation network of social network, using the following relations on social media, in order 
to calculate the general and constant influence of users or messages. However, not only does the 
complete data of following relations of the whole network offer limited help for analyzing specific 
events, but also cause rapid increase in computational complexity[2]. The execution falls in jeopardy 
when only simple retweeting relations can be obtained, which is often the case. While most 
researches are based on multi-layer relation network or statistical figures, it’s rarely seen that analysis 
of text content taken into account. Methods like PageRank are used to form topological relation 
network through following relations to measure the long-term influence of users in online 
communities[3] [4]; the relevance between specific messages of specific groups in emergency events 
and follow-up evolution is studied[5]; retweeting models are proposed to predict the numbers of 
retweeting of some tweet, leading to its future impact[6][7]. Dataset of credible rumors are crawled to 
train models in order to identify rumors on social media[8]; research on the transmission model of 
information on social network based on nodes and information features[9][10]; detection of hot events 
on Weibo through distribution of emotion[11]; key nodes searching of social network is achieved 
through following relations, namely high-influence users finding[12].  
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The systems for social media influence analysis which are put into actual application are as 
follows: the public opinion monitoring room of People.com.cn[13] and IndexMedia[14]. The first system 
computes and ranks influence and service comments of government service Wechat official accounts 
for influence and public opinions of hot online social events in long periods of time. It collects and 
clusters data of many websites, computing the influence index of events through building a 
multi-dimensional model with websites weights. The Micro-blog Communication Index of 
IndexMedia uses activity and transmission of micro-blogs to describe transmission capability of its 
user accounts. The evaluation of original micro-blogs’ transmission is stressed to encourage 
high-quality original work. These two systems mainly utilize statistical transmission attributes, such 
as number of original weibo, number of comments, number of retweets, number of clicks, number of 
users.  

The model proposed in the paper integrates content analysis of weibo text and principles and 
characteristics of events transmission, and adopts a more comprehensive attributes system with 
specific events being as the basic unit, for the purpose of computing the event influence index. It 
offers effective contributions to public opinion analysis on social media, which presents all-round 
information of events accurately, and can be applied for enterprises’ and Internet media’s references. 
To sum up, the model possesses practical value and realistic significance.  

2 Eight Elements of Public Opinion and Framework of Influence Model 

The essence of studying specific events on Weibo can be summarized as public opinion to certain 
extent, the formation of which is described as follows: social change leads to social issues concerning 
people, then people come up with their own comments and opinions, later opinion leaders stand out in 
the process of people expressing, and similar opinions start fusing, transforming individual opinions 
into the opinion or mentality of the majority, which forms public opinion at the end. [15]  

The essential theories of communication science includes the formation and development of 
information, the generation and interpretation of meaning, the structure and organization of 
information text, social interaction in transmission, and social dynamics of transmission. As the 
foundation of this subject, the essential theories originated in studying the universal rules of all forms 
of transmission and communication in human society, providing deeper understanding. When 
modern communication science extends to public opinion, the related knowledge is concluded as 
eight elements of public opinion, integrated with which the structure of attributes needed to compute 
the influence of specific events is established, as depicted in Fig. 1.  

 

Fig. 1 Attributes Structure Based on Eight Elements of Public Opinion 
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As discussed above, extend of transmission, influence and participant opinion all depict a specific 
event from different aspects, and comprehensive and real analysis of an event is to be obtained 
through integrating all attributes. Besides influence index of events, this paper discusses as well the 
computation of users and messages.  

3 Attributes Analysis and Computation of Influence of Specific Events 

3.1 Influence of Complete Events 
3.1.1 Attributes Analysis of Influence of Complete Events 

Based on the eight elements of communication and understanding of events developing, we build a 
model of attributes describing influence of events from different angles, including user, transmission, 
discussion, content, time, and sentiment.  

Attribute user is incarnated by participant users’ characteristics, attribute transmission by media’s 
involvement, attribute discussion by the quantity of related weibo, attribute content by the type and 
intensity of events, attribute time by the duration or time intensity, and attribute sentiment by 
emotional tendency of related weibo text. Taking the study of weibo text into account is an innovative 
approach of this model, computing the emotional score of each text with natural language processing 
tools, implementing the attributes of influence from the perspective of content.  
3.1.2 Computation of Influence of Complete Events 

Based on the listed attributes above, the concrete attribute content, computational formula and 
parameter description are extracted from dataset, as depicted in Table 3.1.  

Table 3.1. Attributes and Computational Formulas of Events Influence 

Concrete Attributes Content Computational Formula Parameters Description 

users' average followers( ) 
 

: each assigned value;  
(average followers), 
(verified users), (media): 

threshold for full credit of each 
attribute 

notable verified users( ) 
 

media users( ) 
 

weight of event type and 
intensity( ) see Table 2. : assigned value 

number of original weibo( ) 

 

: shared assigned value of four 
attributes; 

(number of weibo) : threshold 
for full credit 

number of comment( ) 
number of retweet( ) 
duration day( ) 
positive emotion average 
score( ), percentage( )  

: assigned value;  
: threshold for full credit 

negative emotion average 
score( ), percentage( )  

: assigned value; 
: threshold for full credit 

Table 3.2. Mapped Score of Type and Intensity of Events 

Type of Events Intensity of Events Mapped Score 
Politic, Diplomacy, 
Disaster, Economic, 
Security, Legislation 

Max  
Middle  

Min  
People’s livelihood, 
Society, Education, 

Transportation 

Max  
Middle  

Min  
Entertainment, 

Technology, Sports, 
Other 

Max  
Middle  

Min  
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The combinations of type and intensity of events are mapped to specific scores determined by  as 
shown in Table 3.2. . The ultimate score of centesimal system of events influence is limited by the 
condition described as the following equation, . The distribution of assigned value can be 
altered if needed. Suggested distribution based on practical working and experiment experience as 
shown in Table 3.3., thresholds for full credit in Table 3.4. .  

Table 3.3. Suggested Distribution of Assigned Values 

Assigned Value        
Distribution 20 15 10 10 35 3 7 

Table 3.4. Suggested Thresholds for Full Credit 

Threshold       
Suggestion 30000 500 10 20000 5 5 

The ultimate score of event influence from the computation above is called EII (Event Influfence 
Index) in this paper.  
3.2 Influence of Users 
3.2.1 Attributes Analysis of Influence of Users 

Based on summarizing and refining the eight elements, attributes of user influence are extracted 
from dataset, as shown in Table 3.5. .  

Table 3.5. Attributes of User Influence 

user's current followers ( ) via statistics from data of weibo and users 
user participation ( ) times the user post, retweet or comment in the event 

number of comments and 
retweets of user's weibo ( ) 

number of retweets and comments of the user's weibo 
in the event 

weights of user's followers ( ) corresponding weights of user's current followers 

3.2.2 Computation of Influence of Users  
The computing scheme of user influence is described as follows: the three attributes, 、 、 , 

are graded on a scale of 0 to 25 according to their numerical magnitude, of which the results are 、

、 . , graded on a scale of 1.0 to 2.0, resulting in . Plugging the four results in the 
formulas below gives ultimate user influence score, moreover the ranking list.  

                                                                                          (1) 
The results are graded by formulas below:  

                                                                                         (2) 

                                                                                                            (3) 
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                                                                                       (4) 

                                                                                                       (5) 
3.3 Influence of Messages 
3.3.1 Attributes Analysis of Messages 

The influence of a message embodies in the people it reaches and the intensity of discussion it 
generates, which can be interpreted as width of transmission and intensity of attention, which we 
think represent the personal influence of poster and the influence of the content and multiple 
transmission of the message. The number of followers of poster can reflect the former, namely more 
followers implying more readers. The comments and retweets of the message can reflect the latter, 
which are regarded as involved users who launch enough attention.  

The momentum formula, , shows momentum is decided by the mass and velocity. From 
the angle of analogy, we consider momentum similar to influence of message, with mass being 
personal influence and velocity being influence of content and transmission, and then the formula for 
influence of messages is constructed in reference of the momentum formula.  
3.3.2 Computation of Influence of Messages 

 stands for the influence score of a weibo message;  stands for the followers of 
poster, corresponding to mass;  stands for the number of comments and retweets of the message, 
corresponding to velocity. 

                                                                                                (6) 
The logarithmic function is added in expectation for better data characteristics, which transforms 

multiplying into adding, simplifying computation complexity.  
4 Experiments and Evaluation 
4.1 Experimental Data Set 

The data set for experiment is collected from Sina Weibo in unit of event. The weibo of each event 
are retrieved through keywords and selected time period. The data set contains contents, comments, 
retweets, posting time and data type of weibo, and number of current followers of users.  

The experiments are conducted on three events: "Fan Weiqi posting baby picture during triumphal 
review of troops" event (hereinafter referred to as "Fan" event), with 41043 weibo and 31356 users; 
"Bi Fujian’s video leak" event (referred to as "Bi" event), with 10649 weibo and 8378 users; 
"Langyabang discussion" event (referred to as "Lang" event), with 39903 weibo and 11493 users.  
4.2 Evaluation of Experiment Results of Event Influence 

Extract attributes statistics proposed in section 3.1.2, and compute the grades with the formulas in 
Table 3.1., then the summation of grades generates EII. As is depicted in Table 4.1. (the grades are in 
parentheses).  
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Table 4.1. Result of Event Influence Experiment 

Attributes "Fan" event "Lang" event "Bi" event 
 

11165.4 (7.44) 1942 (1.29) 32846.4 (20) 
 

390 (11.7) 92 (2.76) 189 (5.67) 
 

6 (6) 1 (1) 7 (7) 
 

Politic, Max (10) Entertainment, Min (1) Politic, Max (10) 
 

14375 

(24) 

7509 

(34.92) 

3084 

(6.21)  

15727 12818 2480 

 

10941 19576 5085 
 3 2 3 

 

2.71,17.27% (0.28) 9.32,52.78% (2.95) 5.96,33.43% (1.2) 

 

-7.80,47.39% (5.17) -3.65,22.53% (1.15) -5.37,36.43% (2.74) 
EII 66.59 45.07 55.82 

Events are classified according to EII score: 75 and higher means the highest level of influence, 
which calls for high concern; 50 to 75 means high influence; 50 and lower means rather ordinary 
influence.  

As seen in Table 4.1. , with type of entertainment and intensity of min, the quantity and scale of 
"Lang" is close to "Fan" and far greater than "Bi", while its EII is much smaller than the other events, 
the score of which is 45.07, implying the ordinary influence of "Lang". This shows the partition 
degree of influence aligns highly with demands of public opinion surveillance and commonsense, 
namely the validity and reliability of this model.  

"Fan" occurs in special time of triumphal review of troops of China, and its high grades of all 
attributes displays well the social attention and influence "Fan" obtains. The 66.59 EII classifies 
"Fan" as events of high influence, conforming to objective conditions.  

Due to the incomplete data set, only part of "Bi" event's data is collected, resulting in lower grades 
of , ,  than actual circumstance. The 55.82 EII also indicates high influence, which shows the 
robustness of the model, namely not relying on quantity solely. This paper thinks it’s safe to reason 
that with the increase in quantity attributes grades the EII of complete "Bi" event could reach 75, 
implying the highest influence.  

In conclusion, the model proposed for computation of event influence possesses reasonability, 
validity, reliability and partition degree, satisfying its designing purpose and providing accurate 
analysis of hot events on social media, namely the technical support for public opinion surveillance.  
4.3 Evaluation of Experiment Results of User Influence 

The ranking list of user is the outcome of the model, the top 10 users of "Fan" is listed in Table 4.2. 
for references.  

Table 4.2. Top 10 Users of "Fan" Event 

user nickname influenc
e 

乱世中 47 
撒比在看我 46 
用户已注销 46 

仲係咁 handsome 46 
OceAnIIaX 46 

手机用户 2895409477 46 
洛洛 boy 丶 46 
梦一场_428 46 
大胖儿 ztp 46 

Ashiiislii-Aliissi 46 
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The process of manual distinction is described as follows using example in Table 4.2. :  
a) The number of comments and retweets of user is large, suits communication science; 
b) Their weibo is long, high-profile, sharp in words and provocative, even contains curse words; 
c) The user label akin to "music/movie/fresh", more than 30% were born after 1990; 
d) 60% of users have more than one hundred followers.  
The features of event "Fan" meets with the columns above, and with more research of the user 

information, the manual distinction can effectively evaluate the experiment results.  
After performing manual distinction on the top 50 and last 20 users on the ranking lists of three 

events, the precisions are in following tables. 

Table 4.3. The Precision of High Influence User Recognition in "Fan" 

user range Top 10 Top 20 Top 50 Last 10 Last 20 
precision 70% 75% 76% 90% 95% 

Table 4.4. The Precision of High Influence User Recognition in "Bi" 

user range Top 10 Top 20 Top 50 Last 10 Last 20 
precision 60% 75% 86% 100% 95% 

Table 4.5. The Precision of High Influence User Recognition in "Lang" 

user range Top 10 Top 20 Top 50 Last 10 Last 20 
precision 90% 75% 78% 80% 90% 

In conclusion, the experiment results shown in tables above prove that the proposed model 
effectively locates and recognizes users of high influence, and maintains a high precision when the 
user range expands. The manual distinction of users at the bottom of lists shows the model avoids 
missing out influential users. The influence of users discussed is limited within the range of events, 
different from the constant and long-term influence in many other researches, which offers better 
understanding and analysis of specific events.  
4.4 Evaluation of Experiment Results of Message Influence 

The manual distinction above also apply to ranking lists of messages. The top 100 messages are 
performed manual distinction, the precision results of three events are shown in tables below.  

Table 4.6. The Precision of High Influence Message Recognition in "Fan" 

message range Top 10 Top 20 Top 50 Top 100 
precision 100% 90% 92% 93% 

Table 4.7. The Precision of High Influence Message Recognition in "Bi" 

message range Top 10 Top 20 Top 50 Top 100 
precision 90% 85% 88% 89% 

Table 4.8. The Precision of High Influence Message Recognition in "Lang" 

message range Top 10 Top 20 Top 50 Top 100 
precision 90% 90% 92% 91% 

As shown in three tables above, the proposed model filtrates and selects messages of rather high 
influence precisely, and maintains a steady precision when message range expands. Due to the 
features of messages, there is no different between constant and in-event influence, therefore the 
formula originated from momentum represents the preferable influence of messages. The locating of 
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influential messages reveals the development of events and hot point of views and direction of public 
opinion.  

5 Summary 
The model proposed in this paper aims at specific hot events on social media, typically represented 

by Sina Weibo, and covers the three aspects of important participants, hot messages and the complete 
influence of events. The model offers computational schemes for selecting and influence computation 
of influential users, the filtrating and locating of influential messages, and the construction and 
computation of attributes for events influence index, providing technical support for public opinion 
analysis and surveillance, as well as research on social media. The evaluation and validation of the 
experiment results on data set of Sina Weibo proves the reasonability, validity, reliability and 
partition degree of the model, also showing the fulfillment of the design purpose.  

The optimization of selection and setting of parameters will be the future of the model, reducing 
dependency of experience values. A more effective method of evaluating and validating the 
experiment results with contrast experiment of similar models is also the key point of further 
research. 
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